Oxfordshire County Councillors supporting Space for Cycling – May 2017
Vote Bike: The candidate has registered their support on Cycling UK's 2017 web page to 'Plan, Invest and Build' Space for Cycling.
Support for cycling: The candidate has expressed support for Cycling through Vote Bike, or in an earlier campaign, or with a separate message.
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Comments
The health benefits also need to be highlighted and fun that families and friends can share cycling together
Lib Dems proposed £10million extra for resurfacing Oxfordshire's worst highway surfaces thereby saving future repair costs. Tory and Labour
councillors voted against this fairly costed proposal. The Access to Headington project needs careful scrutiny and input to get the best
outcomes to encourage more to walk and cycle.
Like many people I cycle in and around town. But it shouldn't be so difficult for us, with pot-holes, dangerous cycle paths and lack of cycle
parking especially for parents. I want to see the Oxfordshire Cycling Network (OCN) vision become a reality so we can all enjoy cycling.
This is an excellent campaign and will help us to achieve the kind of improvements that some of us have been pushing for. In Oxford we have
managed to get 20 mph limits on most roads, but there's a lot more to do.
I agree that local authorities and national government must have proper plans for safe cycling as part of any transport strategy and then find
funds for implementation. I support and if elected will advocate for provision of safe, proper space for adults and children to cycle and I
believe this is vital for all areas.

As chair of the City Council's Highways and Traffic Committee in the 1990's I was responsible for the introduction of boxes for cyclists at
traffic lights and for safe cycle tracks on wide pavements e.g. the lane on London Road that was very controversial at the time.
The present poor state of the roads in Oxfordshire is deterring people from cycling. more also needs to be done with other transport
operators to encourage cycling and links to bus and rail.
I don't know what exactly you mean by 'cycle friendly' but I believe it is essential to achieve full separation between cycles, pedestrians and
vehicles, as I have seen in the Netherlands.
I support safe cycling and will work to improve networks in Wheatley Division and Oxfordshire. We need to upgrade our cycling provision
throughout the UK, with safe cycle lanes mandatory in any new development. Oxford and surrounding areas need much safer cycle routes.
Just planning and building cycle ways is not enough. The cycle routes already in existence need to be maintained, along with the road
network - most potholes are at the side of the road, and therefore most dangerous for cyclists.
I strongly believe that we need to see a major shift towards investment in good quality cycling infrastructure and I've consistently backed
this as a County Councillor. Specifically I backed the 'call-in' of one of the Bicester developments where the developers and councils were
not fulfilling their earlier commitments to cycling.

Cycling encourages residents to use a healthy alternative to cars or public transport. the main issue is to encourage inclusion of good cycle
routes through all our villages and towns. i am fully behind this initiative
in general support your aims and policies
I am passionate about getting the Bike Safe Community path built from Eynsham through to Botley along the B4044. This would link the
Farmoor Reservoir area, Hill End Environmental Centre and both the Secondary schools by a safe to cycle route.

I will continue to support viable cycling projects, where this is fundable- my emphasis is safety and health/green benefit
We should improve cycling routes, for example the route over the rail bridge at Hanborough.
Cycling has proven benefits for physical and mental health and wellbeing as well as being key to tackling our traffic congestion and air
pollution concerns. I am a keen cyclist and if elected as a County Councillor will press for a full network of cycle-friendly routes both within
Witney and to surrounding towns and villages. Safe, protected cycling routes are essential to enable people of all ages and abilities to safely
cycle anywhere for any purpose.

